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About This Game

Twenty puzzles of increasing difficulty await you. Can you rise to the challenge and solve them all, or will you be distracted?
Keep it together and you may become the Jigsaw Master! It's going to take patience, but you can do it! A fun, relaxing

challenge, with an erotic twist!
Twenty 100-piece puzzles for hours of fun.

Beautiful original sexy artwork.
Original music.
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Title: Erotic Jigsaw Challenge Vol. 1
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
BarelyEntertainment
Publisher:
BarelyEntertainment
Release Date: 2 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space
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It would be nice if the player would receive a gallery of the images after completing the game.. Erotic jigsaw challenge vol 1 is a
puzzle game, I like when they make games in a more simple way, here is why, I took a lot of time to fix the first puzzle in this
game, even this game being very straight forward to the player in the gameplay, it make a sound when you combine to right
puzzle pieces and there is no rotation for the pieces, so there is less combinations, you think you might find the right piece faster
but no, this one offers the same layout for every puzzle piece, so you can't get hints with the puzzle pieces layout, only with the
image, easy to recommend this one if you don't mind the background being just one color sure, I don't mind that myself,
specially having such a great collection of beautiful pre rendered 3d art for every level, this is a wonderful game, and its highly
recommended this totally awesome game.

+calm soundtrack
+beautiful pre rendered 3d
+amazing gameplay
+a lot of levels available including a expansion pack vol 2

10\/10. So I purchased Erotic Jigsaw Challenge at some point in time.. I can't really remember when,, I was either drunk or
tired, possible both... I can't remember the day, the week, the month, the year, but some how this marvelous piece of mind
challanging awesome sauce wound up in my Steam Library..

The first time I played it,, it was rainy outside, my wife was recovering from some surgery which prevented her from providing
her "ahem" womanly duties and upon searching the new Releases this game stuck out to me.. The way a drunk homely girl
dancing on the bar sticks out when the Bartender gives out last call and you've got one chance.. one shot.. one opportunity to
ensure you're not going to climb into your loft and do something which sounds like.. Slacking Off..

So I added to my cart and I made the purchase.. a bead of sweat formed on my brow and I instinctly looked from side to side,
knowing I had made a mistake but having the realization that like that time I tried to burn off the crabs the damage was already
done..

Upon starting the game I was greated with a nice enough looking screen, two semi clothed females on either side fo the screen
enticing me to fire up the game.... AND SO I DID.. WIth my one hand of fury I went to work furiously.... err ,... get your mind
out of the Gutter.. like Julian from the Trailer Park Boys I had a drink in my left hand..

Anyway time to review the game..

It's your usual Video game puzzle game.... kinda bare bones if I must say so myself.. You take pieces and fit them together.. The
only difference is this game features girls in provocative positions and various states of undress.. Don't fear seeing all the
puzzles as the game has one difficulty setting... EASY.. You can put the puzzles together in a matter of 10 - 15 minutes fairly
easily. None of the pieces require turning or altering like other popular jigsaw games..

So is Erotic Jigsaw Challenge worth the purchase.. for a meager .99 cent I'd have to give this game the thumbs up.. While it's not
the most difficult, or interesting game, you can buy it for less then a Cheeseburger at McDonalds... The pictures are decently
drawn and while they won't really jumpstart the Fap' o meter, they are decent enough that'll you'll want to see the next one in the
batch..

To Sum it up... .99 isn't anything, so buy the game, enjoy it, and remember what my friend Bill says.

  "put the lotion in the basket or it gets the hose again.." Buffalo Bill.... absolutely one of the best games on steam. couldn't be
happier with this. thank you for blessing my time on this earth with a game that could be considered one of the greatest
inventions of mankind, or anything in the universe for that matter.

overall 8\/10. Don't. It has really bad 3d art.. Seems like realistic artwork of porn is allowed but anime porn isn't thanks steam.
Doesn't even need a patch for the nudity like anime games need either. Seems like Steam can't follow their own rules they set.. I
love jigsaws and porns. That's why I bought this game.
But the thing is, my eyes are kinda\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by this game..
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I'm ok with the 3D porns, just get rid of the ugly purple background will be super helpful.
The background of pictures are also killing me. It's somehow pretty when looking at the thumbnails,but its just a block of mixed
ugly green when playing.
Anyway, I will pay more for a better game( i mean better porn pics) with this game mode.. I can't really recommend this one.

It is exactly what it says on the box. An assortment of jigsaw puzzles featuring ladies who seem to be struggling a bit with the
concept of getting dressed.

Now we all know why we're here. Nobody is playing this because they're confused and think this is the latest Fornight clone.
The only reason to play or not play this is the quality of the pictures and unfortunately they're lacking.

Firstly, these ladies turn the uncanny valley into the uncanny canyon. Their dead stares and mannequin-like poses give the very
distinct impression that we're looking not at depictions of women but of aliens.

Next, and I can only speculate as to the reason for this, the decision was made to apply a series of colour effects. I think that the
developer wanted to have a scaling difficulty, and so after the first six started to play with the colour palette. In doing so, the
pictures were rendered painful to look at. The first one that got this treatment was turned a dark green, as if it were covered in
green celophane. They only got stranger from there until the last picture which got passed through the "Find Edges" filter in
Photoshop and reduced to some kind of twisted line drawing. That successfully made the game more difficult, but rendered it
pointless to play.

I should also mention the music. It's decent for what it is, but it grows old fast. It's only about a bar or two of music repeated
infinitely. I wasn't done the first puzzle before I turned it off and put on something of my own. I then got to start the first puzzle
over again because there is no way to save your progress in a given puzzle.

I did finish the game, but only because I'm stubborn and I wanted to see where this ended up.. 10\/10. Nice thank
i\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665pant. 99 cents.
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Very nice jigsaw game. The pieces lock together when in the right place. Pictures seem to be the DAZ 3d type (?)
Usual jigsaw formula for completing - do the sides first then the boobs - sorry! - the faces.
I haven't done a jigsaw on PC before, and like this one. Music fine, with option to turn off. 21 pictures then get volume 2, or
leave a few months and replay.
Cheap and cheerful, enjoy!
. A terrible puzzle game containing pornopgrahic images. If anyone from Valve is reading this, please take this garbage off of
Steam. I'm 100% this is a violation of the ToS, and it's a blatant cash grab targeted toward horny teenagers, and weeaboos.

 I was also banned from uploading screenshots for 3 days, only because I had uploaded screenshots from this game to show
Valve the explicit sexual content.

. Great game. I fapped!
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